Asunto Oy Lappohjan kerrostalot

Registration N  0523634-6
Founded         1983
Current state   registered
Registered      Finland
Address         Vuorikatu 21, 10900 Hanko

Asunto Oy Lappohjan kerrostalot

Last profile update: June 28, 2022

Documents external links

asiakastieto.fi archived

Connections:

◦ Close associates
  ■ Rotenberg Boris Romanovich – Chairman of the Board
  ■ Rotenberg Roman Borisovich – полноправный член правления

Dossier:
Sanctions:

Rotenberg Boris Romanovich
FUND ‘TOKSOVSKAIA PERSPECTIVA’, chairman of the board of trustees
Chairman of the Board
Rotenberg Roman Borisovich
Hockey Federation of Russia, first vice president
полноправный член правления
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